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DISCUSSION 
IMPLICIT ASSOCIATIVE LEARING (IAL) is not spared with healthy 

aging, but rather is characterized by age-related deficits with practice 
AGE-DEFICITS WITH PRACTICE are likely due to caudate declines 

•  Early on, when responding involves the hippocampus, there is age  
  equivalent behavior, but later, when responding is dominated by the  
  age-impaired caudate, age differences emerge  
•  Pattern of increased hippocampus activity in the face of a reduced  
  caudate response in older adults (Dennis & Cabeza, In press; Rieckmann et al., 2010) is akin to   
  what has been observed in Parkinson’s patients (Moody et al., 2004) 
•  The hippocampus is not as well suited as the caudate to the acquisition of  
   probabilistic associations over time (Ashby et al., 2010) 

FIRST fMRI STUDY of the neural bases of IAL in aging when behavior 
is both spared (early) and impaired (late) 

NEURAL CHANGES WITH AGE can be non-strategic and do not 
always reflect deliberate changes in strategy (Reuter-Lorenz & Cappell, 2008)  

INTRODUCTION 

METHODS 

IMPLICIT ASSOCIATIVE LEARNING (IAL) refers to the acquisition of regularities without 
intent to learn or explicit knowledge of what has been learned (Frensch, 1998) 

OLDER ADULTS can acquire new implicit associations, but they rarely attain the level of 
learning of young adults, and age deficits become more pronounced as practice progresses   
(e.g., Bennet et al., 2007; Ciomek et al., 2007; Howard & Howard, 1997; Simon et al., 2010) 

TWO NEURAL LEARNING SYSTEMS contribute to IAL: one involving the hippocampus 
(early in training) and other involving the caudate (late in training) (e.g., Poldrack et al., 2001; Schendan et al., 2003) 

COGNITIVE NEUROSCIENCE OF AGING provides evidence that the caudate is more 
sensitive to aging than the hippocampus (e.g, Gunning-Dixon et al., 1998; Head et al., 2005; Raz et al., 2003; Sullivan et al., 2005) 

WE PROPOSE that age deficits in IAL appear with practice due to the relative aging of the 
hippocampus and caudate, such that the contribution of these regions to learning differs for 
healthy young and old adults 

THIS STUDY used event-related fMRI to investigate the hippocampus and caudate during IAL 
in young and old adults (see also Aizenstein et al., 2005; Daselaar et al., 2003; Dennis & Cabeza, in press; Fera et al., 2005; Rieckmann et al., 2010) 

EVENT-RELATED TRIPLETS LEARNING TASK 
•   Series of discrete, three-event sequences or ‘triplets’ 

•   2 red cues (predictive, then random) and 1 green target per trial; locations counterbalanced 
•   Respond only to green target event with right hand using corresponding button 

•   Second-order structure: first red cue location probabilistically predicts green target location 
•  In one location on 80% of  trials (High Probability condition (HP))  
•  In another location on 20% of trials (Low Probability condition (LP)) 

LATE TRAINING: fMRI INDIVIDUALS 

Group (Study) n (# female) Age (SD) Education (SD) MMSE (SD) Digit Span (SD) 
Old (fMRI) 12 (9 female) 67.5 (3.2)   17.1 (2.5)   29.3 (.8) 21.2 (3.9) 

Young (fMRI) 11 (6 female) 18.8 (.6) 12.2 (.4) 30.0 (0) 20.2 (4.7) 
Young (Lab) 11 (6 female) 20.1 (.3) 13.3 (.4) n/a n/a 
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PARTICIPANTS 

NO EXPLICIT KNOWLEDGE  
RECOGNITION PARADIGM 
•   Observe each of 27 possible triplets 
•   Rate each triplet’s frequency of  
   occurrence: HP = 2, LP = 1, Never = 0 

•   High and low probability triplets  
   were rated as having occurred equally  
   often during training at group (p > .78) 

   and individual level (p > .09) 

•  Triplet ratings (i.e., HP triplet  
   minus LP triplet ratings) did not  
   correlate with individual learning  
   scores at either early or late training (p’s > .12) 

POST-EXPERIMENTAL INTERVIEW 
•  No strategies related to learning 
•  No one reported that the first cue predicted the target or  
  that some triplets occurred more often than others 

LEARNING IS IMPLICIT 
•  Participants unknowingly learn the regularities studied here 

FUNCTIONAL NEUROIMAGING RESULTS 
RUN 1: EARLY IN TRAINING (t-tests) 

BEHAVIORAL LEARNING 

fMRI PARAMETERS AND ANALYSIS 
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EVIDENCE OF STRUCTURAL CHANGES 
•   A DTI study of the same participants studied here found age   
   group differences in the white matter connections between caudate- 
   DLFPC tracts but not hippocampus-DLPFC tracts (Bennett et al., 2010) 

Mean of Median RT Difference Score (LP – HP) 

Funding Sources MEASURES OF EXPLICIT KNOWLEDGE (separate behavioral experiment in young) 
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•   Recognition Task: Judge how often each triplet occurred during training 
•   Interview: Questions about strategy and patterns/relationships between red and green events 
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HYPOTHESES 
•   EARLY IN TRAINING, both age groups will recruit the hippocampus, but older adults will reveal  
    reduced caudate activity compared to young 
•   LATE IN TRAINING, young will continue to recruit the caudate whereas the old will not, but  
    will instead continue to recruit the hippocampus due to age-related striatal decline 
•   THIS PATTERN OF ACTIVITY will result in age equivalent behavioral learning early but not late RUN 3: LATE IN TRAINING (correlations) 
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•   Overall accuracy high (O: 98.4% Y-fmri: 99.0% Y-Lab: 99.2%) 
•   Each group revealed learning at early and late training (p’s < .05) 

•   Young had significantly higher learning than old late in training (p = .05) 

•   Similar learning in young adults between the two experiments (p’s > .23) 

•   Age deficit was evaluated via each individual’s mean of median RT  
   difference score, with subjects ordered by the magnitude of that score 
•   Using a median split (20.2 ms), participants were classified as high  
    learners or low learners 
•    Most young were high learners and most old were low learners (p < .05) 

EARLY TRANING             LATE TRAINING 
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•  Both age groups showed a similar response to predictability in the hippocampus 
•  Only young adults showed a response to predictability in the caudate, and this response 

was significantly greater in young than older adults.  

•  Systematic individual differences in the neural response to predictability related to 
our learning measure within each age group 
•  Young adults: correlation between IAL and the caudate response to predictability 
•  Old adults: correlation between IAL and the hippocampal response to predictability 
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Mean of Median RT Difference Score (LP – HP) 

•   3T Magnet, T2* sensitive gradient EPI acquisition (TR = 2500 ms, TE = 30ms, 90˚ flip angle,   
    FOV = 256, 42 axial slices; voxel size = 4.0 x 4.0 x 3.7 mm); Three 6.5 minute runs; 152 images/run  
•   Data Analysis in SPM5 (Realignment, Normalization to MPRAGE, Smoothing {8mm}) 
•   Random-effects group averaging: High Probability > Low Probability contrast (“Response to  
    predictability”) at both early training (Run1) and late training (Run3) 

•   To test hypothesis of age group differences in the caudate and not the hippocampus, we compared the  
    response to predictability for young and old adults using two-sample t-tests 
•   To examine whether the hippocampus and caudate varied with behavioral learning, we ran between-subjects   
    correlations between IAL scores and the response to predictability within each age group 

•   The hippocampus and caudate were targeted as regions of interest using one mask, defined anatomically  
    by the automated anatomic labeling library (Tzourio-Mazoyer et al., 2002).  

•   Correction for multiple comparisons performed using 3dClustsim (AFNI), based upon Monte Carlo  
    simulation of random correlated noise distribution to estimate the probability of false positive detection       
    (p < .005 with a cluster extent of 19 voxels for the gray matter mask) (Ward, 2000).  
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